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ABSTRACT

New generation of students has high dependence on technology and embrace social learning environments that have low barrier to access. This means in-class lectures are not popular anymore, and in fact has become a burden for them to cope. To resolve the issue of low student attendance, this paper proposes a character growth game with the concept of gamification in education that is able to track and reward student attendance called PetAttendToClass. PetAttendToClass is a client-based system developed using C# and unity3D game engine. Although finding from the UAT session revealed that some users believed that attendance is the responsibility of the student, gamification is meant to turn this mundane responsibility into something motivative, interactive and interesting. It is hoped that by gamifying the class attendance, student will be motivated to attend their daily classes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Students currently in the higher educational system have different learning take-away as compared to the earlier generations. As a digital native, this generation expects digital learning tools and platforms that are able to deliver the content on-demand basis while at the same time expecting a personal experience with the lecturers. Not only this generation has high dependence on technology, they also embrace social learning environments that have low barrier to access. This means in-class lectures are not popular anymore, and in fact has become a burden for the new generation to cope. This is a profound problem due to very small interaction between lecturer and students, weak reputation and higher gap between different authorities. Students who have less interaction with lecturer are often hard to seek for clarification or support from the lecturer to master the subject. This, in turn, will affect the understanding of the student towards the module and lack of guidance to complete the given assignments.

To resolve the issue of low student attendance, this paper proposes a character growth game with the concept of gamification in education that is able to track and reward student attendance. Character growth game known as the Tamagotchi device was released by Bandai Organization in Japan back in 1996. Tamagotchi was the first character growth game that allow player to slowly develop the growth of a creature from an egg to an adult. Basically, the idea is that students own an egg which contain any kind of creature and have to hatch it by attending classes and may request helps from lecturer to grow their owned creature. Meanwhile, the lecturer will own a goddess creature which can provide boost to students’ owned creature.
and conduct an event for collect limited in-game items. The game events can be easily incorporated as in-class activities to turn the class environment into a game community that promotes interaction between the lecturer and students.

The development of an interactive character growth game will also be a suitable way to implement gamification into the class, neutralizes the tense study environment and reduces the gap between lecturer and students. Interaction can be started through the program and creating common topics to discuss other than tough and complex knowledge about the module. The proposed system will also consist of general game components like in-game items, in-game currency and leaderboard. While games can be an entertainment, it can provide new ways to learn. Games is a program that entertaining, interactive and able attract lot of players even it is not commercial, therefore it can be a great path for convergence, which is today’s trend. Games are also able to create a social network with any level of people and as discussion start, new topics can be created.

According to [1], gamification is a technology that apply game elements into non-game settings, which is a popular trend that turns non-game system into an entertaining gamified system. Moreover, the objective of this trend is to promote commercial or educational contexts, increase the user’s motivation and engagement with playful contents [2]. The research also noted that gamification can potentially augment user experience with game elements into commercial, educational contexts. These make non-game applications become playful and engaging, attracting more customers or users to engage. As gamification gained a great amount of attention in past few years, gamification blurred the boundary between games and non-game system. Even though gamification on the current trending method to increase the motivation and engagement of users, it can also be conceptualized as [3, 4]. In their paper [9] explain the concept of gamification boost the students engagement is class activities.

Gamification concepts can be decomposed into three main parts: motivational affordance, psychological outcomes and behavioral outcomes [3]. These are the goal which defining the gamification content in an application or system. Motivational Affordance are the features which allow user to visualize the milestones and achievement, point gain feature, leaderboard, and levels. This is one of the game elements which attracting and keeping user to play and use the system, creating opportunity to achieve something. Relating to the proposed system, in-game character growth will be reflected by the student personal attendance value. Motivating student to attend class and retrieve attendance from lecturer, incrementing the growth of the in-game character. With the affordance in game elements, psychological and behavioral outcomes will show the effects of gamification. The change in motivation, attitude and enjoyment to engage the system and increases the user involvement with gamified features [10-12].

Game elements are the main component that gamify the non-game system, whereby common game elements as following: Avatars, Ranks, Levels, Storyline, and Rules [2]. These game elements help the application to achieve motivational affordance in gamification concept. Although, these elements be called as the “characteristic” of games, but can also be used in other entertainment application and not specify to relative game genre. Design of a gamified system, also require game mechanisms and strategies [13-16]. Game elements, mechanisms and strategies are designed to motivate the user and increase the user’s engagement based on intrinsic motivation theory. Intrinsic motivation is the passion that keep the person motivated to perform the task or work, also typically linked to game [17-20]. In gamification, motivational affordance can potentially draw out the intrinsic motivation from user which also can maintain the user’s passion on using the system [1]. To maintain the intrinsic motivation of user, some game features will help on keeping the passion of user, example: leaderboard, score, accumulate in-game currency and level, which created a competitive environment between users, as user like challenges [21].

Besides increase motivation and engagement of users, game also created for relationship-building. Game can create a community for users to share and discuss on gameplay strategies and experiences, which influencing our social network, connecting users through the system [5]. This advantage of gamification enables the proposed system to achieve the objectives to build better reputation between students and lecturer. In conclusions, gamification should start with game elements which make the non-game system become a playful and fun system. Next, aim to promote or maintain the intrinsic user motivation by implementing motivational affordance like leaderboard and competitive rules.

The literature has shown sufficient examples that gamification can greatly improve student performance and keep student motivation in classroom. Students nowadays refused to be passive learners and expects to be fully engaged in the learning process themselves [22, 23]. Passive learning and active Learning are the common method which widely been used in vary degree of education to improve the teaching practice and compatible to the new era of education [6] described the difference between passive and active learning, where lecturing, one direction learning and watching video considered as passive learning and discussion session, brainstorming, role-playing and group work are example for active learning which has higher
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engagement and interaction than passive learning. They also stated that active learning activities can lead to a higher level of critical thinking, uncover the potential of learners.

Other than passive and active learning techniques, there are deeper knowledge in student learning style which used to understand learner preferred learning method. Whereas suitable learning style can ensure the appropriateness of intervention and risen the potential for success in understanding the knowledge. Learning style can be assessed by various of framework such as the VARK© framework [6] that measures four perceptual preferences; visual (V), aural (A), read/write (R) and kinesthetic (K). Using these perceptual preferences to categorize types of learner, visual learner prefer graphical information like patterns, graphs and maps; aural, auditory learner prefer verbal information, like to receive knowledge through verbal exchange or a discussion; read/write learner would like to read and write the knowledge in black and white, more likely to take notes and keep the notes as study supplement; kinesthetic learners are individuals who practical session, like to apply the knowledge and understand the knowledge from experience [23, 25].

Generation today strive for active learning, which can result in improved knowledge retention and provide deeper understanding on the study material by focusing on learner’s needs which similar to customer’s satisfaction in business today. Besides the word passive and active in learning style, [7] stated that passive and active learning can be rephrased into surface and deep. Surface learning is learning to avoid failure and rote memorizing where might be blindly memorize the material given for exam. On the other hand, deep learning involved intrinsic motivation where student learn for its pleasure toward the module or subject. Deep learning allowing student to analyze the learnt knowledge and apply their creativity. Other framework includes the behavioral-based cognitive engagement activities that are categorized into four modes: Interactive, Constructive, Active and Passive (ICAP) [8]. This approach promotes constructive learning and generating new finding from received knowledge via interactive learning, debating or discussing on the subject in a group or asking questions on confusion and seek for the answers.

This paper presents the idea of using gamification concept for encouraging lecture attendance by building a prototype to simulate attendance system database for a group of students. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed PetAttendToClass system. Section 3 presents the results for User Acceptance Testing (UAT), and finally Section 4 concludes with some future plans.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This paper proposes an attendance rewarding system called PetAttendToClass. This system simulates the increment on student attendance on a module and the milestone for the accumulated attendance. This system involves two clients, which are students who enrolled in a particular course, and lecturer who give marks for the lecture attendance. For Client 1, students are allowed to access their application which having a virtual pet and view their current attendance value. The system will require student to login for validate the user profile. In PetAttendToClass, the system consist of login feature and rewarding feature as a milestone is reached at certain accumulated attendance value.

The system emphasized on the gamification concept, therefore the prototype is implementation focused on client 1 where gamification concepts are applied. Client 2 will be a simulator to manipulate the student attendance value in the database. The system has a simple database with one table to store Student Identification (TP), Name and Attendance Value. Client 1 is also able to retrieve the latest data from the database real-time as Client 2 modified the data. For example, Client 2, lecturer incremented a student attendance value; Client 1, student is using the application in the moment, the value will be updated as database been updated. This is to perform a real-time or near real-time services.

Figure 1 shows the login and warning screen for PetAttendToClass system. The default starting scene for student to login and validate their account in the database. For invalid user, warning message will show to warn user when invalid TP number and password are entered. The warning notification can be removed by click on the notification and allow user to try again.

Figure 2 shows the main screen for PetAttendToClass system. As above in the figure, the system has an in-game character which can be interacted with by the control on keyboard. The core feature of the system is the accumulated attendance and milestone reward. The star button on the progress bar is a reward button, which will show only when milestones are reached. The milestone for each accumulated attendance is 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% for full attendance, which is 32. The mushroom-like tree on the left is the collected reward for the first milestone.
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When the milestone is reached, the next star button will be displayed. There are differences between the two displayed buttons, the faded (disabled) button means the reward has been collected; the second button which is filled shows the reward that has not been collected. Figure 3 shows the milestone achievement in the main scene.

User can collect the reward by clicking on the button, a chest will drop from the sky, the upper boundary of the scene. As reward button been clicked, the button will be disabled and changed to different colour. By clicking on the chest, the second reward item will be displayed which shows that the user has reached a milestone. Figure 4 shows the reward collection mechanism in PetAttendToClass system. In this figure, the second reward for the second milestone is the balloons. Likewise, when the next milestone reached, the next reward button will appear and reward can be collected.
Finally, Figure 5 shows the end scene where all the rewards have been collected. This indicated that the student has full attendance and achieved every milestone, as well as have redeemed all the rewards. The exit button allow user to exit the application and save the current state to the database.

PetAttendToClass system was implemented with unity3D game engine for gamification features like animation and particle effects. As for Client 2, lecturers are able to mark attendance for students. The client is developed using C# in window form. Note that all the sprites and images used in the system are all downloaded from open-source and for non-commercial purposes only. Also, there are free unity asset been used, like buttons and other user interface components.

The major challenge in developing this game was the design of sprites. In PetAttendToClass system, all the sprites were downloaded from open sources and used unity free assets. During development and deployment, Microsoft SQL were not compatible with the connection strings used in the unity scripting, where the connection strings cannot be used with windows authentication connection, the solution was to used is SQL authentication with username and password with local IP address. There was a drawback with SQL authentication connection, as the database reimported into another device, the username and password would not be same as the original device where each local server has own SQL authentication username and password. Some features are simple, but some are complicated like scripting on the unity game object animation.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

PetAttendToClass was evaluated by conducting a User Acceptance Testing (UAT) to assess the acceptance of the proof of concept among the target users. Questionnaire was distributed to 30 participants to gather feedback and suggestion on features. The questions focused on how user feels about the concept of gamification for class attendance, reasons why the users like the concepts, and whether the users will adopt to the system if they are implemented.
Figure 6 to Figure 10 show the findings. From the statistical graphs and chart, majority of the users are agreed on the gamification concept where emerge gamification into attendance system can motivate student to attend classes. Furthermore, there are few suggestion and feedback from users where mostly emphasized on the system gameplay, computer graphics and more interaction with the virtual pet like feeding. Other suggestions to enhance the system include improving the design in graphic illustrations, characteristic on the virtual pet, more scripting on animations and effects. From the user acceptance testing, the system concept is resulted in positive where most of the users accept the idea and concept to implement gamification features into attendance system.

![Figure 6. Most of the user like the concept of gamification for their class attendance](image1)

![Figure 7. Most popular reasons for choosing the gamification concept is because the game is entertaining](image2)

![Figure 8. 83.3% users agreed for the gamification concept to be implemented in lectures](image3)
To prove that most of the people play mobile games, mobile games is the trend for now. This finding show mobile game is attractive and most of the people have downloaded. Constructing the proposed system into a mobile game might greatly encourage users to download and use it. Figure 9 shows the user responses for this question Why component of game attracts the user to install the mobile application on their phone.

![Figure 9. Number of users willing to install the application on their phone and the reason](image)

This finding shows the core component to be prioritized on proposed system, character growth game, which a type of role playing game (RPG). The gameplay is the most attractive part of mobile game which users highly concerned. Followed by graphical and user interface, which related to the front-end implementation. The last question as summarized in Figure 10 concluded users like the concept of gamification and agreed that PetAttendToClass provides a more fun way for attendance system and time saving for huge auditorium classes.

![Figure 10. Percentage of students enjoying PetAttendToClass](image)

To find the feasibility of the proposed project, most of the responses is positive. Gamification can be accepted to be implemented and emerged into the attendance marking system.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The paper introduced a gamification concept to be applied in a mundane class attendance system through a prototype called PetAttendToClass. It is designed to be a character growth game with the concept of gamification in education that allows the system to track and reward student attendance. Although finding from the UAT session revealed that some users believed that attendance is the responsibility of the student, gamification is meant to turn this mundane responsibility into something motivate, interactive and interesting. For further enhancement on the system, it is proposed to develop gamification on both clients with multiple connection to server for marking attendance with the least time taken as suggested during the UAT. It is hoped that by gamifying the class attendance, student will be motivated to attend their daily classes. Future enhancement should include characters that students like according to their level of study. Another add on students is the reverse of the system, where they give points or rewards to their lecturers after each class on improving the class to more exciting environment for study.
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